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� Probably the best contract warehousing provider in the world

STRCrD

Staged Time Release Cross Dock

BACkgRounD
STRCrD is a supply chain solution designed for the apparel industry. it significantly 

reduces costs and increases inventory and order visibility whilst improving inventory 

accuracy.

The key functionalities of STRCrD are to:

1.  Scan pack nZ store orders at supply origin using SSCC labels.  

This is where the bulk of the savings occur by pushing the pick/pack function to Asia. 

Clients realise significant cost reductions in this labour process.

�.  Transmit ASn data to the nZ cross Dock facility.  

This is an EDI function which communicates shipment data between the overseas 

packing factory and the NZ cross docking facility.

3.  Interrogate the ASn file to determine how to preconfigure the staging 

area to deal with the incoming shipment.  

This preparatory step allows for excellent planning regarding shipment handling which 

yields efficiency gains.

4.  Scan cartons from inbound shipment.  

The system tells the user which pre-configured staging location to place the carton. 

The movement is confirmed by scanning the location and the confirmation scans are 

argued against the original ASN to ensure accuracy.

5.  Through the sorting process the cartons are split into three variations: 

a.  Immediate cross dock. These shipments are weighed and cubed and 

dispatched same day without entering the warehouse.

      b.  Time release cross dock. These shipments are bought into the warehouse for 

release later in consideration to a predefined delivery schedule.

      c.  Balance stock. These items are receipted into the warehouse as a provision to 

fulfill ad-hoc orders in the future.
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Supply Chain model
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The Different Components

RETAIl unIT BARCoDE
This barcode is on the garment or item sold to the consumer. This matches the code 

(style/colour/size) in the POS (Point of Sales System) in the shop. The retailer ‘should’ 

be able to use this barcode to receipt product into their store by arguing an electronic 

copy of the packing list. The scanning hardware will verify accurate receipt and increment 

inventory. The item can then be scanned to different locations within the shop for internal 

traceability and it can be scanned at the POS register to record the sale and accurately 

decrement inventory.

The most common barcode for NZ retailers is a GTIN13 where GTIN means Global Trade 

Identification Number and 13 means how many numbers on the barcode. For apparel the 

barcode should represent the complete style, colour and size variation. 

e.g. CLLS07335(style and season) Mauve (colour) 12 (size) = 

Having retail unit barcodes yields benefits in supply chain efficiency by allowing trust 

rating and broken pack manageability.

logISTIC unIT BARCoDES 
This tracks compositions of retail unit barcodes either in a solid SKU form or at a store 

purchase order level. These barcodes are called SSCC’s (Serialised Shipper Container 

Code).

Packing integrity and supplier trust can be measured by applying QC counts for every 

(e.g.) 100 cartons. The scanning devices can be programmed to create a list of the 

carton contents. When the SSCC barcode is scanned, the individual GTIN13 barcodes 

can verify the contents are correct and the results of the check can be e-mailed to 

nominated parties.
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ThE ASn
The ASN (Advanced Shipper Notification) is an electronic file. It is transmitted between 

trading partners to communicate shipment data and facilitate handling. It contains the 

same information as the confirmed purchase order but provides more detail. These 

details include:

•  Item cube and weight. 

In consideration to the store orders this enables us to preconfigure the staging area/

locations accurately ahead of the shipment arrival. The item cube and weight is best 

determined by taking a solid SKU carton and dividing the weight and cube by the units 

in the carton.

•  What number of retail sales units relate to what SSCC numbers. 

This is a function of the scan pack process, the scan pack facility has the ability to scan 

items into containers (cartons). 

•  The store orders. 

This data (including delivery address) can be compiled from the deconstructed PO and 

matched against the relative SSCC to facilitate the cross dock.

• The store order release date.
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SCAn pACk
The physical aspect of scan packing is a process of:

1.  Creating a carton number. At a system level each carton is given a unique SSCC 

number.

2.  Scanning an item then placing it in the carton.

3.  At the system level an association is created between the carton number, the SSCC 

and the item that was scanned. 

4.  When the carton is full it is closed which triggers a label to be printed which has the 

SSCC barcode on it.

Merging this carton level data with the original PO means the ASN now becomes a 

powerful document, because the data is linked to the SSCC barcode it means that 

provided the ASN data is uploaded to the scanning device appropriately the carton can 

be scanned and managed by the system to control handling.
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putting it all together

1. po is scan packed in (e.g.) China.

�. ASn is transmitted to nZ cross dock facility.

3.  pre receipt report is run. 

a. Temp location barcodes are created. 

b.  Temp staging locations are prepared. 

i. Variant 1 Immediate cross dock. 

ii. Variant 2 time release cross dock. 

iii. Variant 3 balance stock.

4.  Incoming shipment arrives. 

a. Carton is scanned. 

5.  user is instructed as to which temp staging location to place the carton.

6.  user places the carton and scans the temp location barcode as 

confirmation.

�.  Cross dock is completed. 

a. Error checking is advanced because cartons are uniquely identified. 

b.  Trust rating tested. 

i.  User can ad hoc or follow QC procedure to check 1 in ‘n’ cartons to test scan 

packing integrity.

        ii.  User scans SSCC. 

• System displays list of items (carton detail). 

• Actual items are scanned and carton detail list is decremented. 

• Results are transmitted.

8. ASn can be updated with scan confirmations completing the picture.

3.2.1 Variant 1 Immediate cross dock. Once these orders have been recompiled 

the orders and inventory is uploaded to the WMS via EDI, the final weight and cube is 

determined In consideration to the actual dispatch order (including pallets and actual 

packing dimensions), the Freight Management System then calculates the shipment 

attributes to determine the carrier, creates the domestic tracking number then sends an 

EDI transmission to the carrier to  advise of shipment readiness and reverse bill shipment 

cost. Dispatch confirmation is transmitted to the appropriate parties.

3.2.2 Variant 2 time release cross dock. Once these orders have been compiled 

they are receipted into the warehouse and stored for release at a predefined point in the 

future. When the time arrives a message is sent to the dispatch team and the order is 

dispatched. As per 3.2.1.

3.2.3 Variant 3 balance stock. This is stock that is not for orders but receipted in the 

warehouse in anticipation of future top up orders. Once the cross dock is completed 

this inventory is automatically uploaded and receipted into the WMS and transferred to 

locations for later retrieval. Confirmation of inwards receipts is transmitted to appropriate 

parties.
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pre packs

Some apparel importers use pre packs, these are pre-defined sales units that consider 

population sizing bell curve sales graphs by style/colour/size.

Example of a pre-pack

The other type of pre-pack is a pack type, this is similar to a pre-pack however it is a 

consistent, pre-defined quantity of same SKU. Pre-packs on the other hand are actually 

kits  where the kit consists of a variety of SKU. Pre packed SKU can be kitted in any 

combination and are often referred to at a style level only by the garment traders. Pre-

packs may not offer the consistency of pack types. For example  the quantity may be the 

same for a particular style of pre-pack but the colours between pre-packs may vary.

Because of  the difference in consistency in SKU and quantity per pack, the two types 

are handled differently in a warehousing environment.

Pre-packs are easy to handle until they are (inevitably) broken. Once broken the issue 

of accounting needs  to be considered. For example if a pre-pack is accounted for as 

a sales unit (bought and sold as a pre-pack) then if it is broken, the sales unit needs to 

be adjusted out and the components of the kits then adjusted into stock as actual SKU, 

this accounting needs to be synchronized with the way the units are handled in the 

warehouse.

Once a pre-pack is broken, the individual SKU tend to be kept in the original carton, if the 

importer uses an SSCC and if the warehouse has the software to manage it, the SSCC 

can be used as location to track the inventory decrement at SSCC carton level enabling 

very accurate accounting.

Item Code BarCode QuantIty
Pre-PaCk 

Code
SSCC

STyLE COLOUR SIZE

T-Shirt Red 8 9888887777776 1

AAA11 1111111111999999999911111111

T-Shirt White 8 9888885555556 1

T-Shirt Red 10 9888884444446 3

T-Shirt White 10 9888883333336 3

T-Shirt Red 12 9888881111116 3

T-Shirt Red 14 9888882222226 1
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Tracking Sales orders

In the order archive you can track any of the orders you have placed. The archive lists the 

orders in priority of time, where the most recent order is at the top of the list.

Order numbers have a hyperlink which enables you to drill down into the actual order.

At the order level stage you can see key order information including; length of time to 

process the order to when to order was fi nalised, the courier/carrier company, number of 

parcels, weight, cube etc.

Where the carrier has a tracking site (e.g. Courier Post) 

you can link automatically to their tracking site to get a 

shipment status update.

In the case of Courier Post you can request a digitised 

copy of the POD signature by entering your fax number 

in the box.


